Abstract

The term medicalization has been defined as the process by which non-medical issues come to be defined and treated as medical problems. There are no better examples of this than pregnancy and childbirth. Prior to the intervention of physicians and hospitals, most females delivered unassisted or assisted by a relative or a midwife who usually had no formal education. As long as this remained the practice, pregnancy could not become a medical procedure. Through systematic changes, discussed in detail herein, this primarily female-oriented event involving family and amateur aids would come to be dominated by males who were the sole legally authorized providers of obstetrical care. The increasing cultural authority of medicine facilitated the transfer of home delivery to hospital delivery and changed normal birth into a surgical procedure. This paper will examine the history of obstetrics and how a profession came to redefine a normal life event as a disease state.

Introduction

By the mid 1800’s, industrialization and urbanization had taken their toll on the working class population and had placed many in poverty. Overcrowded tenements with abysmal sanitation helped to contribute to a precipitous increase in infant mortality.

Increasing knowledge of how disease is spread, the growing influence of the infectious theory of disease, and changes in sanitation conditions in America’s cities significantly reduced infant mortality rates in the latter part of the century. This reduction in infant mortality helped to bolster the role of medicine in the birth process; however, this process nonetheless remained one that occurred in the home and usually with a lay midwife in attendance. As the all-male area of obstetrics continued to gain cultural authority, a receptive public was beginning to accept the new concept of pregnancy and delivery as disease states. By 1915, only approximately 40% of births were attended by a midwife.

The decline in the use of midwives had already begun in the mid 1800’s when it became in vogue for upper and middle class women to have their own “regular” physician (as opposed to those from other schools of medicine such as Homeopathy) for obstetrical care. The acceptance of these formally trained male physicians was not universal; the majority of the general citizenry regarded the idea of a male examining a female (trained or not) as “grossly indecent.” By 1935, while home births were still popular (only 37% of all births were performed in a hospital), only approximately 11% of births were attended by midwives, the majority of which were concentrated in the rural south where the divide was geographic, economic, and racial. In the same year, midwives attended only 4.5% of all Caucasian births but 54% of all nonwhite births. 3 In her book Catching Babies, author Charlotte Borst said “Americans of the progressive era came to view scientific and other specialized knowledge as the province of professionals, and the birthing room became the arena for demonstrating the goals of the new scientific professional.” The medical profession demonstrated such dominance that by the 1960’s nearly 99% of the babies in the Western Hemisphere were delivered by physicians, of whom more than 93% were male. With this monopolization came the end of the home birth, and by 1968, 98.5% of all deliveries in the United States were performed in a hospital. The French philosopher Michel Foucault said it best: “Medicine's cultural authority is not dependent on efficacy alone but on the ability to re-conceptualize a phenomenon as 'medical' and an acceptance of the conceptualization by the public” and so the public did.

Gaining Control

What had previously been a social event solely in the domain of females was appropriated by a male-dominated profession; obstetrics thus requires a detailed examination herein. The process by which this monopolization took place was gradual and was assisted by cultural factors such as urbanization, the building of hospitals, and the political power gained by medical associations. However, before any change could occur, it first would be necessary for men to obtain the acceptance of society to be present at a birth and then redefine the once natural process of birth as an event that required professional medical assistance. The use of the lay midwife was among the first institutions to be eliminated by this change.

Midwifery in Colonial America began as an extension of European practices in which there were formal training programs for midwives. The absence of any such programs left the training of additional midwives to those who resided in Colonial America. Training was not in a formal setting but more of an on-the-job learning experience similar to an apprenticeship. This was also a time when the profession of medicine, while well established in Europe, was virtually non-existent in the early colonies. Historical records have recorded some early colonial midwives including Bridget Fuller (d. 1664) who practiced in the Massachusetts Bay Colony and a “Mrs. Wiat” of Dorchester (d. 1705) who is said to have attended over 1,000 births. Others, such as Ruth Barnaby (1664-1765) and Elizabeth Phillips (1685-1761), practiced for over 40 years. Historical records indicate that Elizabeth Phillips was trained in London before continuing her practice in Boston. In the Dutch colony of New Netherland, the colonists constructed a building for the official midwife. This position was held by “Mrs. Trynje” in 1644 and Hellegond Joris in 1655. In 1658, the Dutch councilors of New Amsterdam appointed midwife Hilletje Wilbruch to oversee a new hospital. The English would later take over New Amsterdam and rename it New York. Midwifery remained prominent in the area.

The midwife held special social status within early African American slave population communities. Nearly every large Southern plantation, particularly in South Carolina, had at least one knowledgeable midwife/healer. During Reconstruction, legislative efforts by organized medicine to put Black lay midwives, or “granny midwives” as they were sometimes pejoratively referred to outside the birthing business, were only minimally successful, and rural women of the South (both black and white) would continue to receive essential healthcare services from these women into the 19th, 20th, and 21st centuries.

Medicine gradually gained control of the birthing process and
eliminated the lay midwife. The first step in this process would be the establishment of medicine as a profession. Once this was accomplished, the formation of professional associations with lobbying power in individual states would become an effective method for controlling licensure and limiting the activities of midwives as well as placing legal sanctions on them. All of this occurred while females were barred from entering the profession of medicine.

An attempt to break through this barrier of sexual dominance occurred in 1850 with the founding of the Women’s Medical College of Pennsylvania, the first medical institution in the world established to train women in medicine and offer them the M.D. degree. While the plan may have seemed like a good one, the recruitment of faculty would prove to be more difficult than originally thought, primarily due to threats made against any physician who would assist a female in obtaining a medical education. For example, in 1859, the Medical Society of the County of Philadelphia passed resolutions of excommunication that would be brought “against every physician who should teach in a medical school for women and every one (sic) who should consult with a women physician or with a man teaching a women medical student.” Similar activity occurred in Massachusetts: the Massachusetts Medical Society refused to admit legally licensed women physicians into their organization during an era when the professional associations held the weight of credibility. It was clear from these actions that competition was the primary factor in inhibiting females from entering the medical profession and not a fear of incompetence. Similarly, the elimination of midwives was under the guise of protecting the public from incompetent practitioners. The grossly disingenuous nature of this assertion is clearly evident due to the fate of an 1884 bill that was introduced in the New York state legislature to grant a charter to a college that was planning on training midwives to ostensibly give the public access to trained midwives and thus eliminate the risk posed by lay midwives. Members of the New York Academy of Medicine promptly had the bill killed. These methods have been described by medical historians as “occupational displacement”.

The Power of Medical Rhetoric

This campaign of “occupational displacement” was successful in eliminating a significant number of deliveries by midwives, and by 1900, 50% of all women in the US had physician-attended births. Medicine’s influence in government was also increasing, and with the aid of the government printing office, the dissemination of medical rhetoric took on an additional layer of authenticity to further minimize the role of the midwife in the birthing process. The 1913 publication of the educational pamphlet Prenatal Care, published by the United States Children’s Bureau, was the first widespread distribution of printed material that completely re-conceptualized pregnancy as a medically problematic event. In the first three decades of the 20th century, Prenatal Care was distributed to over twenty-two million pregnant women. Barker argues convincingly that the medical rhetoric used in this and other publications played a significant role in helping to enhance medicine’s cultural authority.

Defenders of such tactics would argue that publications such as Prenatal Care and the introduction of prenatal care as a routine procedure combined with the overall medicalization of pregnancy were responsible for reducing infant and maternal mortality. However, when the historical data are examined, there appears to be no link between the decrease in these deaths and the introduction of this care or medical interventions. Reductions in such deaths in the 20th century are nearly entirely attributed to the elimination of post-surgical infection and the use of aseptic and antiseptic techniques. Moreover, recent scholarship has raised doubts regarding the relationship between prenatal care and low birth weight babies, which has long been viewed as a predictor of infant mortality. Data suggest that there has been no corresponding decrease in low birth weight babies despite a significant increase in the percentage of women receiving prenatal care; this calls into question the overall efficacy of medical prenatal care.

Historian John Burnham aptly called the period from the beginning of the 20th century up to the late 1950s “American medicine’s golden age.” This was a period when physician incomes began to dramatically increase. With this came an increase in respectability as well as the ability to fund an organized political lobby. It was also the period in which specialty boards were organized to create a nearly exclusive club-like group. These boards also facilitated the education of young medical students and instructed the public about the special training of these physicians. The first specialty board examination was offered in ophthalmology in 1916 and was soon followed by otorhinolaryngology in 1924. Not surprisingly, the third specialty board created was in the area of obstetrics and gynecology in 1930. This action was an attempt to eliminate the lay midwife, and (because membership in this specialty organization was limited to practitioners with practices that were 100% dedicated to women) it had the desired effect of eliminating other competitors as well. The family physician was among those denied access to the organization and its examination and diploma. Despite the size of his obstetrical practice, the family doctor, who often as part of his routine practice included obstetrics, was eliminated from this exclusive group. The outbreak of World War II also aided in establishing the validity of these boards. With the help of the American Medical Association, the political influence of which continued to grow, the military gave preference to “properly certified” physicians who were given a higher rank than general physicians. Stevens notes that this was a turning point for specialty boards with physicians who had a “healthy respect for the value of board certificates.”

Men and Medicine Strengthen Their Grip on Women’s Health

The 1930’s was a period during which the male-dominated profession of obstetrics and gynecology increased its influence by introducing technology and instrumentation with methods that appeared to be performed out of concern for and to benefit women. One example was the school of thought that all births should be performed via cesarean section. The reasoning for this was to “preserve” the genital tract in its original state. Eliminating the stretching of the vaginal area that occurs during birth would be “conducive to a happier marital state.” This was also the period during which the “prophylactic forceps” began to be used with regularity. Not all practicing obstetricians agreed with the new methods of delivery, and many believed that the process of childbirth was a natural event and that less interference in the process was better for both the baby and mother. Of 223 United States hospitals surveyed in 1932, 37% reported their incidence of forceps deliveries to be 20 percent or higher; this figure ranged up to 81%. With this increased intervention came an increase in infant deaths from birth injuries. In 1937, Irving wrote in the New England Journal of Medicine “We have prophylactic forceps, prophylactic version, and even prophylactic rupture of membranes. It is not evident against what the prophylaxis is directed, unless it be against normal childbirth.”

The many new delivery “techniques” were enabled with the introduction of scopalamine, which, when combined with morpine, created a “twilight” sleep for the mother during delivery. Its other benefit was its ability to induce amnesia; thus, there was a very
good chance that the patient would not remember the events even if the delivery were complicated. Rudolph Holmes, the obstetrician who introduced scopolamine to United States obstetrics, was so appalled by the use of forceps in deliveries that he later said "I wish to God I hadn't done it." He concluded: "The basic error has crept into the obstetric field that pregnancy and labor are pathologic entities, that childbearing is a disease, a surgical malady which must be terminated by some spectacular procedure. There is too intense preoccupation by those who are defending a reign of terror, of promiscuous operative furor, on the argument that women have degenerated that childbearing is a phase of pathologic anatomy." 

One study examined obstetric mortality among 8,269 births to the European royal families from 1500 to 1930. For the 1,600 births in the 1800's, neonatal mortality (under one month) was 32 per 1,000 live births, a rate not equaled in the United States until 1937. It was clear that, for better or for worse, the natural process of childbirth (for which very little help was needed for thousands of years) was becoming a medical procedure and the belief in the pathologic nature of childbirth began to spread across the country. Political economist Lesley Doyal said "Childbirth has been transformed into 'clinical' crises and hence is regarded as a legitimate and important area for medical intervention."

Women, especially those with financial means, increasingly sought hospital births despite the potential dangers of surgery and anesthesia. Increased demand for hospital birthing was also the result of a fear factor. What if the patient needed "operative interference"? As dangerous as this may be, it was even more dangerous when performed at home. The other reason many women may have begun to seek out hospital birthing was the increased use of anesthetic agents with the popular press touting "painless delivery," and while nitrous oxide had been used in hospitals as well as during home deliveries in the 1920's, women were now warned that "new" methods of painless childbirth could be used only in up-to-date hospitals.

Another downside to hospital delivery was the surrendering of all autonomy to the physician and hospital. At home, the patient exerted some control over procedures and anesthesia administered by birthing attendants; in the hospital, women had no input into the drugs and procedures they received. Through the 1940s, hospital births frequently left women disillusioned and terrified, often contributing to psychiatric distress for extended periods after delivery. One woman wrote: "Months later I would scream out loud and wake up remembering that lonely labor room and just feeling no one cared what happened to me, not one kind reassuring word was spoken by nurse or doctor. I was treated as if I was an inanimate object. "Fifteen Social psychologist Annadis Rudolfsdottir noted" that the process of birth has become so mechanized that physicians forget that the cervix and vagina are sexual organs and not just a birth canal. As such, they are laden with connotations about women's modesty and sexuality which may be explicitly disregarded during the birth process, but can never be absent for women." By the beginning of the 1950's, women had all but completely surrendered the natural process of childbirth to a mechanized, male-dominated medical establishment.

Women Fight Back

The driving force behind the medicalization of pregnancy is the assumption of risk associated with either or both the mother and fetus. The re-conceptualization of pregnancy as a time of risk and danger has given unprecedented power and authority to the medical profession. It is now perceived and overwhelmingly accepted that these medical professionals determine, control, and rectify potential or actual problems during childbirth. This shifting of control from pregnant women to doctors or other medical professionals brings with it increased power of experts at the expense of women. Young argues that the process has led to "the appropriation by one subject of another subject's body, action or product of action." He believes that physicians developed and control knowledge in three ways: (1) by defining pregnancy as a medical disorder, (2) by using medical instruments to understand the internal processes, and (3) through employing a medical setting, which discounts women's control of and expertise in their own pregnancy.

Historically, the medical treatment of women has been inferior to that for their male counterparts. Studies have previously demonstrated that compared with men, women receive somewhat less aggressive treatment during the early management of acute myocardial infarction, and other studies have demonstrated gender bias in the management of serious, life-threatening diseases such as cardiovascular disease, lung cancer, and kidney failure. As late as 1984, Oakley demonstrated this gender bias in the derogatory manner in which pregnant women were viewed. Pregnant women were perceived as deficient in that they lacked the education, responsibility, and intelligence necessary to take an active role in the management of their pregnancies. Women had no choice but to draw upon medical expertise following the conceptualization of pregnancy as a medical condition.

By the late 1970's, the feminist movement caused an increasingly hostile disenchantment with the medicalization of birth and with it a rebirth of midwifery. Women were demanding control over their bodies, how they would experience childbirth, where that birth would take place, and who would be in attendance to assist with the birth. It was also a period that included the partner in the birthing experience. The consumer control of medical decisions was increasing, and the profession of medicine would have to adjust.

The definition of control in the context of childbirth varies somewhat from the standard definition of the word. This area is beyond the scope of this paper; however, an exhaustive examination of the subject of control in childbirth has been performed by Namey and Lyerly. In its simplest form, control was best described by one pregnant woman as "...the ability to accept or decline. Say yes or no. Just to be able to know what is going on. To have a doctor come in and say, 'Well I'm doing this'. It's better to say, 'Would you prefer...?' Options, you have to have options. If not then you're not in control."

The Internet has aided in this increase in patient control and the demystification of medical expertise. The Internet has also caused an increase in lay skepticism about health professionals in general; this suggests a reduction in the power and status of the medical profession. While many in medicine view this as a negative, others have adapted to the Internet and see the Internet user as an informed patient. Use of the Internet for support does not entirely entail a turn away from medical care. In the case of the female patient, it has empowered her to regain control of the reproductive process. Most women have attributed their motivation to search for information online to the lack of information provided by their health professional. Although this is empowering to the pregnant patient, she must be cautioned that with the Internet's inability to verify information, it can also represent a source of misinformation: an estimated 136 million websites disseminate pregnancy-related information.

Due to new power and information sources, it is now possible to find midwives, hospitals with birthing centers, and a host of other consumer-friendly facilities and programs in which medical intervention is minimal or not present. The resurgence of the midwife has also occurred in part due to demand created through the Internet. Currently, there are there are three types of
Credentialed midwives in the United States: Certified Professional Midwives (CPMs), Certified Nurse-Midwives (CNMs), and Certified Midwives (CMs). While Nurse CNMs practice legally in all 50 U.S. states and the District of Columbia, CPMs are legally authorized to practice in 28 states. CMs practice legally in only three states. While CMs and CPMs are recognized as legal practitioners in some U.S. states, direct access (without the referral or supervision of a medical physician) may not be available. Some attribute this to the archaic laws or marketplace competition that continues to pit medical doctors against midwives.

Conclusion

The history of how a male-dominated profession came to dominate the female reproductive system is both fascinating and shocking. The rise in the cultural authority of the profession of medicine in the United States and the ability of the profession to establish itself as the sole experts in healthcare aided in the appropriation of childbirth and the process of delivery from the mother and midwife to the physician and the hospital. While the surrendering of her body for the sake of her baby was the common theme uttered when asked why women have so willingly capitulated to the procedures and requests of physicians, the truth is that they had little or no choice in the decision-making process.

The process of birth has now come full circle with an increasing demand for midwives and pending legislation in numerous states to again grant licensure to lay midwives. Many birth process and medicalization issues continue; however, larger pockets of the population are again welcoming natural childbirth.
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